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Principal investigators (PIs) and project teams funded by the National Science
Foundation are familiar with the requirement to discuss the impact of their research. Whether
the discussion appears in a new proposal, or as part of annual or final reporting, describing the
impacts of a project is key to demonstrating the value of the work itself. PIs and project teams
typically do not, however, consider the ways in which their reporting on impacts can help them
disseminate their work to stakeholders and propagate their innovations to other researchers. The
difficulty stems in part from what we mean by “impact.” London noted the lack of
“frameworks” that could “help provide a shared language and understanding of impact as
researchers communicate among themselves and share impact insights with those outside the
community. However, within the context of engineering education, there is no shared vocabulary
for discussing the impact of research or a framework that characterizes the impact of federal
investments in undergraduate engineering education research [1].” Brewer also cites the lack of
shared definitions, particularly related to who is impacted by the research [2]. For these reasons,
our work to improve impact statements started with a focus on meanings and language in impact
statements. Specifically, impact statements can be useful to National Science Foundation (NSF)
program officers who are often in the position of informing about and advocating for the projects
under their management. These impact descriptions form the foundation for teams to
persuasively disseminate their work.
As part of our work to support the NSF Revolutionizing Engineering Departments (RED)
program, we have developed a tutorial on the topic of impacts. The tutorial was designed to help
proposal and report writers capture what is impactful about their projects and communicate that
impact to multiple audiences (e.g., the NSF program officer, stakeholders for the project, etc.).
We piloted the tutorial during the 2019 RED Consortium Meeting to the 21 RED teams in
attendance. In this paper, we present the contents of the tutorial and suggest ways in which it can
be used by others (not just RED team members) to improve impact statements for the purposes
of dissemination and propagation.
Tutorial Context
The authors of this paper work together on the RED Participatory Action Research
(REDPAR) project, a practice-research project that provides faculty development support in
change leadership to teams funded through the National Science Foundation RED program. One
element of our work with RED teams is organizing the annual RED Consortium Meeting where
all RED teams meet, exchange ideas, and engage with the change leadership curriculum
developed for them. In advance of the November 2019 consortium meeting, the program officer

overseeing both the RED and REDPAR projects sought our advice regarding an opportunity he
saw within the RED program, namely the need for more effective impact reporting in annual and
final reports. Improving impact reporting could, he believed, facilitate more effective
dissemination of RED project achievements throughout NSF. In collaboration with the officer,
we developed the impacts tutorial and deployed it at the 2019 meeting of the consortium.
During a plenary session involving members of 21 RED teams, we introduced the tutorial
objectives with the following set of learning outcomes:
As a result of this session, participants will be able to:
● identify the components of effective impacts reporting in samples from NSF RED
reports,
● draft impacts responses to specific questions that serves the needs of stakeholders,
● develop a process for identifying and communicating “nuggets” from their RED
projects.
The “nuggets” referred to here are brief (roughly 150 words) reports on RED project
activities, collected quarterly by the REDPAR team members, and then shared with the NSF
program officer. The program officer requested that our tutorial include directions for writing
“nuggets,” a practice that he wished to encourage among the RED teams. “Nuggets” were
introduced for the first time at the 2019 Consortium meeting, so we spent time during the session
explaining “nuggets,” how they should be composed, and how frequently they should be shared.
A more detailed explanation of “nuggets” is included in a later section of this paper.
In addition to the session goals stated at the start of the tutorial, we also included the NSF
specifications about impacts reporting that is required in Annual Reports for grant recipients. As
the NSF Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide (PAPPG) states,
Program officers at NSF use Annual Reports to understand:
● progress toward the goals of a project,
● activities executed as part of the project, and
● outcomes and impact of the project.
Our plenary session at the RED Consortium Meeting also included informal suggestions
from the current NSF Program Officer for the RED program. As a result of these suggestions,
we hoped to encourage attendees to consider impacts from a new perspective:
Impacts are the ways in which the project and its activities have changed how we think
about, perform, interpret, or disseminate research. The Impacts section should not be
a list of activities, goals, or objectives. The Impacts section should include a synthesis
of the meaning and value of the activities, goals, or objectives. (Emphasis added)

Attendees were asked to reflect on answering questions about impact, questions such as:
1) What can we do now that we previously could not do? and 2) What is different about our
ability to do research, educate students, engage with policy makers, etc. as a result of this work?
Tutorial Activities
After orienting attendees to the tutorial objectives, we formed groups made up of
representatives from different RED teams. These groups were charged to work together on a
series of activities that would help them think and write about impact. The design of the
workbook was key to helping these groups understand their tasks (see Figure 1 for an example
page from the workbook).
Currently there are six questions about impact included in the Annual Report template.
At the RED Consortium session, we presented each question in the workbook on a separate page,
and for each question, we provided a sample response submitted by a RED team. In order to
help each attendee understand the nature of the example response, we provided a comment or
“gloss”; the gloss was intended to highlight the response’s specific features and strengths that
made it a model of impacts reporting (in Figure 1, the gloss is provided in the callout box next to
the response). In addition to the glossed example, additional information and suggestions from
the program officer were provided at the bottom of the workbook page and were meant to
provide further guidance.
Equipped with the workbook, each group was instructed to read and discuss the impact
question, the sample response, the gloss, and the informal suggestions. Based on the provided
information, we asked each group to write a draft response to the question using one of the RED
projects represented at the table as the basis for their draft. The work of each group was then
shared during a concluding discussion, with time provided for questions. Following the
discussion, individuals returned to their RED teams and discussed how they could improve their
impact statements in future annual reports using the impacts template and associated information
as a guide.

Figure 1: Impacts reporting, question 1, from the session workbook. Gloss comment in the box
on the right.
Developing “Nuggets”

In addition to asking attendees to draft impact statements, we introduced a template for
writing “nuggets.” The nuggets are brief, 150 word reports on RED activities that could be used
by the program officer in his efforts to inform stakeholders within NSF about progress and
achievements of RED projects. As part of the tutorial, we introduced RED team members to a
new process for collecting “nuggets” quarterly via a Google form. Once compiled, REDPAR
would share the information with the program officer for his use. In addition to the introduction
to the form that “nuggets” should take, we allowed time for RED team members to do an initial
brainstorming session on possible topics for their first “nuggets” (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Introduction to “Nuggets” Brainstorming (from the session workbook)
Conclusion
As of 2021, RED teams have submitted their 2020 annual reports, while a few of the
teams have completed their grants and submitted final reports. At this time, we have not
assessed the impact of the tutorial session on these reports. We have, however, collected
74“nuggets” that were contributed by 11 RED teams. REDPAR has also contributed “nuggets”
that discuss the impacts that our work is having on the RED teams we collaborate with. These
brief impact reports will, we hope, provide stakeholders with a clear sense of the ways in which
RED and REDPAR contribute to the transformation of undergraduate engineering education.
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